Portfolio Management

SOFTWARE

Insight Driven Project Management
for Business Users

PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

Complete Portfolio Management Software
Corporater Portfolio Management is a software solution that helps you effectively manage projects. We provide
full visibility, from planning and prioritization, through execution and delivery of your activities and milestones.
We also manage your projects through stage gates, monitor project risks, and create rich visualizations and
reports. If you need addition process support, you can easily configure contractor evaluations, project meetings,
or other supporting activities.
Corporater is listed in the Gartner Magic Quadrant for Strategic Corporate Performance Management. The
Corporater Business Management Platform combines analytics, planning, and execution to deliver business
outcomes.

Key Area Supported
•

Portfolios

•

Project management

•

Project risk management

•

Project and task statuses

•

Collaboration

•

Both quantitative and qualitative data roll-ups

•

Value drivers

•

Gantt and progress charts

•

Connecting projects with metrics

•

Automatic notifications

•

Built-in project tracking

•

Unlimited departments

•

Filtering of project status

•

Monitoring budgets

PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

Portfolio Management Software at a Glance

EXECUTIVE OVERVIEW

GAIN IMMEDIATE INSIGHT

Delivering project overviews to executives require
data, summaries and insights.

A single click delivers an immediate, real time view
of portfolio status, including the progress, cost,
resources, commentary and more.

With Corporater, your project activities, stages and
outcomes are easily captured and summarized for
you, allowing you to spend less time preparing
reports, and more time delivering value.

All visualizations and fields can be configured to your
specific needs.

MONITOR PORTFOLIO MOVEMENT

TAKE THE PULSE

Do you manage your portfolios in stages? With
Corporater, you can integrate your stage gating
within your portfolio dashboards to monitor the
movement of your portfolios.

Monitor the health of your portfolio. Track the status
of sub-projects, issues, overdue items, and
undervalued activities– automatically.

PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

IMMERSIVE INSIGHTS

EXECUTE AND DELIVER

Deliver informative insights to help them execute
projects, and make proactive, data driven decisions.

Provide managers with the tools to set up projects,
milestones, sub-tasks and additional details. Assign
accountability, upload attachments, monitor results,
update data and add team members.

INFORM STAKEHOLDERS

PLANNING AND PRIORITIZATION

Keep your stakeholders informed with automated,
pixel perfect reports.

Make the most of your resources, time, and
availability through effective planning and
prioritization.

Reports seamlessly collect and distribute portfolio
data. Reports can be scheduled, shared, emailed or
published where and when you need them.

Easily set up your own prioritization framework, and
establish projects, plans and activities.

Corporater is a global software company that
empowers organizations to evaluate, manage,
and continually improve business performance
by providing a business management platform
that adapts to a client’s unique business model,
out of the box.

Contact
Please contact us for more
information and a demonstration

sales@corporater.com
www.corporater.com
in

company/corporater

